VXITED STATES BMKRUPTCY COURT
EASTERN DISTRICT OF WASKINGTON
\
1

In Re:

Join~lyAdministered Under:
No. 04-00757-WlP
Chapter 11

)

METROPOLITm MORTGAGE
SECURITIES CO. , INC.,

1

&

)
)
)

Debtor.

\

1

1
1

In Re:

1
1

SLTMMIT SECURITIES, INC.,
Debtor.

1

METROPOEITm MCRTGAGE
SECURITIES CO., INC,,

)
)
)

Plaintiff,
VS

Adversary No. 06-80828-PCW

)

&

.

1
)
)
)

SAiiZhE EMMA QUINN,

i

Defendant.
METROPOLITAN MORTGAGE
SECURITIES CO., INC.,

'l',$. MOREGOR, GL6RS
U,S, BAMKAUPTCVeauR7
BBTERN DISTR1CT OF WMHINGTOM

Adversary No, 06-80C29-PCW

&

)

1
Plaintiff,
MEMOmDUM
DECISION RE;
DEFENDANTS' MOTIONS FOR PARTIAL
,-JUDGMENT Ox THE PLEmIxGS

VS ,

1

WILLIAM F F , SRYDIFUR and KAREN )
SANDIFUR, husband and wife,
and their marital co11:.nznity, j
Defendants.

)
\

Metropolitan Mortgage

&

Securities Cc., Inc., is a Chapzer 11

debtor and has brought these consolidated adversary proceedings
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distributed to the defendants.

dismiss certain caEses of action in the Complaints pursuant to E.R.

10

12
13

I
1

1

I
I

and argue that, based solely on the allegations in the

7012

Complaints, dismissal is appropriate. For purposes of the motions,

I

it will be assuRed that the allegations in the Complaints are

I

true.,I

1

The defendants filed rr,otions to

Conley v . Gibson,

3 5 5 U.S. 41, 7 8

S.Ct. 99, 2 L.Ed.2d 80 '

I

The Complaints allege that at the time of the distributions to
the defenda~ts,~
the debtor plaintiff was insolvent or was rendered
ir,sofven",y

the distributicns.

Because the corporation was

insolvent or was rendered insolvent by the distributions, arguably

/
1
!

the distributions were

unlawful

and may

be

recoaped.

"he

i

Conplaints do not allege that either defendant had any knowledge of
the debtor plair,tiffrs financial affairs nor any role in its
management or operation. Both defendants are family members of the
individual who controlled the corporation at the time of
18

I

distributions. Evidence in the underlying Chapter 11 demonstrates
that stock of the corporate plaintiff was publically traded at the
time these distributions occurred and that it had thousands of

I
I1
I

stockholders.

Distributions to other stockholders were also

'The two consolidated Con-.plaints allege various causes of
acticn, Only state law causes cf action are at issue in the
Moticns to Dismiss. Those arising under 11 U,S.C, § § 502 (5) and
548 cf the Bankruptcy Code are not subject to the pending Motions
to Dismiss on the Pleadings and remain to be resolved.
'As alleged in the Complaints, the defendants were
beneficiaries of trusts and the distrib~tionswere made to the
trusts for the beneflt of the defendants.

occurring* These defendants, over the course of approximately four
years,

received

in

excess

of

half

a

million

dollars

in

distributions,
LEGAL ISSUES
1,

Do the provisions of RCW 23B.06, ecc., and

-08,

etc,,

irrply a cause of action against the defendants?
2,

Has the cause of action granted in RCW 19.40, etc., been

superseded by the provisions of RCW 233.06.400?
RCW 23B.66 AND . 8 8
--.

In 1989, the Washington legislature replaced the state
statutory scheme relating to business corporations previously
codified as BCW 23A with a new scheme codified as RCW 23E, and
zitled, "Washingtcn Business Corpcrations Act."

That statutory

scheme governs the formation, registration and dissolution of forprofi~ corporate

entities

RCW 233.06 focuses o

and

their

corporate

governance-

shares of stock: their issuance, record

keeping and transfers and also distributions, based on ownership of
shares.

Subsection 400 provides that directors of a corporation

may authorize distributions or dividends based on cwnership of
shares, unless the corporation is insolvent or the distribution
would rerader the corporation i~solvent or unable to meet its
financial obligations. Distributions under such circumstances are
prohibited by RCW 23B.06.400.
RCW 23B.08, et. seq., is titled, "Directors and Officers."
That portion of the szatucory scheme addresses the selection and
powers of

directors, their duties and

responsibilities, and

operational matters such as meetings, quorums, etc. Subsection 310
is the specific statute relied upon by the debtor plaintiff ir,
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these adversary prcceedings.

Titled, "Liability for unlawful

distributions," that statute provides that directors whc assent to
distributions made in violation of RCW 23B.OQ.400 are personally
liable

to

the

distributions.
6

I

1I/

corporaticn
Such

a

for

the

director

amount
is

of

the

wrongful

entitled,

under 1

RCW 233.06.310(2), to contributions from other directors and from

shareholders who received such distributions, if the shareholder

8 1- knew the distributicns were made in violation of RCW 23B.06,403,

1

Does an Implied Cause of Action Exist in
Favor of the Debtor Plaintiff Aaainst These Defendants?

RCW 23B,O8.310 provides the debtor plaintiff with an express
cause of action and a remedy against its directors who assent to
and effectuate unlawful distributions. The debtor plaintiff argues

l

that this statute inplies a cause of actioa on behalf of the

I corporation

against shareholders.

That im2lied cause of action.

argues the debtor plaintiff, is against not just shareholders who
received the distribution with knowledge of the insolvency, but
against any shareholder who received a distribution. The result of
applying debtor plaintiff's argument is that the expressly granted
cause of action to directors to recover from shareholders is
narrower than the inplied cause of action to corporations co
recover from shareholders, as the i~pliedcause of action does not
contain a necessary element of the express cause of action, i-e.,
shareholders' knowledge of the corporation's insolvency.
In order for an implied cause of action to exist, Washingtcn
courts have determi~edthat certain conditions must be met; (1) The
debtor plaintiff nust be in the class of persons for whose benefic
the statute was enacted, 12) There nust be some demonstration of
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I

legislative intent to create a cause of action, and (3) The implied
cause of action must be consistent with the underlying purpose of
the legislation. M. W e v . Oepaxtment of Social and Heal tfi Services,
9 4 9 Wn,2d 589,

70 P.3rd 954 (20031,
Persons Intended t o be Benefitted

233.08.310 expressly grants the corporation a cause of

RCW

action

against

directors,

although

it

does

not

corporation a cause of action against shareholders.

granc

the

Sho~ldthe

legislat~~rehave desired to grant such a cause of action to
corporations, it could easily have done so in the statute, but it
did not. A reading of the statute leads co the conclusion that the
legislature, which d ~ dgrant a cause of action to the directors
against shareholders, did not intend the corporation to hold such
a cause of action. This extrapolation of intent from the statutory
Language is strengthened by the fact chat recently the legislature
amended RCW 23B.08.31(3to provide that the corporation may recover
distributions from a shareholder if that shareholder knew the
distribution was

in violation of RCW 233.06.400.

The only

conclusion which can be drawn is that when it first enacted
RCW 23B-08.310,the legisliicure did not intend corporations to hold

such causes of action against shareholders. The class of persons
whom the cause of action against shareholders was intended to
benefir is the directors.
I n t e n t to Create Cause of Action

When

the

legislature declares particular

conduct to be

unlawful or prohibited but does not provide a course of redress to
persons injured by chat conduct, courts have presumed that the
legislature incended che persons harmed to have a remedy.
MEMOWmT
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"Equity

will not suffer a wrong without a remedy."

1 Pomeroy's Ecpity

J';~ris?rudence,4th Ed., S 423-424. In this sitcation, the unlawful
activity is the distribution of funds to stockholders during or
causing insolvency of the corporation.

The legislative right to

redress that wrong- is the corporation"

right to recover the

distribution f rom the wrongdoer, i ,e.,the directors. Not only did
the legislative incend to provide redress, it expressly did so. If
the legislature had intended to create a cause of action against
other persons such as stockholders, it could easily have done so in
the initial enactment.
Undeslyinq Purgose of Lecrislation

The existence of a cause of action against shareholders who
have no knowledge that the distr~butionsoccurred in violation of
RCW 238.06.400(2j

language.

would not be consistent with the statutory

The statute limits the directors' rights to recover

distributions

from

stcckholders

to

those

who

accepted

the

distributions with such knowledge, The Complaints do not allege
these defendants had any such knowledge. The recent amendments to
RCW 233.08.310 now allow corporations the right to recover such

distributions frorr: shareholders but also limit chat righc to
shareholders with knowledge that the distributions violated

RCW

233.06+400. Expanding the right of recovery to the thousands of

shareholders of

public

companies whc

play

no

role

in

the

corporations'aaf f airs would be contrary tc the underlying theory of
shareholder liab~lityin corporate organizations, It would also be
contrary to the legislative intent expressed in the statute.
RCW 233.36-40Gdefines the znlawful conduct and RCW 23B.08.310

provides the righc of redress.
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The debcor plaintiff has not

demonstrated that an implied cause of action exists in favor of the
debtor plaintiff against these defendants.
rights

cf

recovery

against

its

Debtor plaintiff has

directors

as

provided

RCW 23B.28.3'10 and is free to pursue those rights.

in

It has an,o

rights of recovery against these shareholders under the applicable
enactment of RCW 23B.08.3IO.
Has the Cause of Action Provided i n RCW 1 9 . 4 0
B e e n Su~ersededby RCW 233.06.4003

The Uniform Fraudulent Transfer Act ccdified at RCW 19,42,
etc,,generally provzdes that credizors of an insolvent corporation
may set aside transfers made by the corporation if the corporation
did not receive reasonably equivalent value at the time of the
transfer.

Those causes of action granted to creditors may be

exercised by the insolvent corporation if it becomes a debtor in
bankr'dptcy.

11 U.S.C. S S 5 4 4 ( b ) and 550. There is no dispute that

this debtor plaintiff has been granted standing to pursue rights
under RC'd 19.43, etc., by the Bankruptcy Code.

The issue is

whether the causes of action granted in RCW 19.40, etc., if such
causes of action arise from distributions based on stock ownership,
have

been

extinguished

and

superseded

by

the

enactment

of

RCW 23B.06.400,
Cause of Action Under RCW 2 3 B . 0 6 . 4 0 0

RCW 233.96.400(6) reads:

In circumstances to which this section and related
sections of this title are applicable, such provisions
supersede the applicability of any other statutes of this
state with respect to the legality of distributions,
The circumstances to which RCW
those

in

MEMORmD7iTM
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directors
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233.96.400

authorize
-

7

and

is applicable are
corporatiens

make

distributions

to

stockholders

RCK 233.06.400(a),
partlzular

based

upon

stock

omership.

That is the specific topic addressed in this

statute,

Thus,

in

determining

whether

such

distributions are unlawful, one m ~ s tlook salely to RCW 2 3 3 . O S , 4 O G
or

related

proviszons

of

RCW

23B.OQ.310, rendering l

RCW

which

239,

would

include

unlawful for direc~ors to mzke

distributions when the corporation is insolvent or would be
rendered insolvent by such distributions.

RCW 19.40 addresses

transfers made by persons or corporations and obligations incurred
by

persons

or

corporations, It

is

a

statuce

of

general

applicability relevant to many different circumstances, sitilations
and entities. RCW 23B.08.400, however, relates to specific types
of transfers to a specific group of recipients made only by forprof it corporations. It does not at all relate to the incurring of
obliga~ions.

It is certainly the more specific statute, and

RCW 235.06.400(6) has removed its subject matter from the more
general applrcabili~yof
The

language of

RCW

RCW

19.40.
23!3.06.400(6) deprives

the

debtor

plaintiff of a cause of action under RCW 19.40 if such cause of
action relates to the unlawful nature of a stock dividend as these
Complaints allege.

Because the statute is unambiguous and its

neanlng is clearly arrciculated in its express language, there is no
need to resort to a review of the legislative history. Although the
debtor plaintiff argues that the statute 2s ambiguous, a review of
the legislative history reflects that the legislative intent is
articulated In the statute and that the statute means what it says.
The commentary associated wick RCW 238.06.400 reads:

, M E % J I O W D U M DECISION RE:
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'The Proposed Act
establishes the
validicy
of
distributions frorr, the corporate law standpoint under
Proposed section 6.40 and determines the pocential
liability of directors for improper distrubtions under
Proposed sections 8.30 and 8.31. The federal Bankruptcy
Act and state fraudulext conveyance statutes, on the
other hand, are designed to enable the trustee or other
representative to recapture for the benefit of creditors
funds distributed to others in some circumstances. -In
,Liqht of chese diverse Durposes, and to minimize
panasement dlfficulcies in administerins the statutes,
Pro~osedsubsection 6.40( f) ~rovidesthat the provisions
in this title sumrsede those of the state fraudule_nnL
--convevances act in determininq the legality of a
dissributron.
Comnencs, Washington Busizess Corporation Act, 1989 Journal of the
Senace at 3009 (emphasis added) .
In conclusion, no cause of action exists under RCW 19.43.041,
.051 or .071 under the circumstances of this case. The sole causes

of action relating to alleged unlawful distributions of corporate
funds to stockholders based upon stock ownership are those set
fcrth ir, RCW 2 3 B . 0 6 and RCW 2 3 B . 0 8 .

Unfortunately for debtor

plaintiff, no right to sue has been granted the debtor corporation
under the applicable enactRent cf RCW 23B.06.310. Consequently,
the first and seccnd causes of action in the Complaints, which are
based

on Washington state law, must

defendants' Mo5ions cc Dismiss are G
DATED this

T~

be

dismissed, and

ED.

day of Ai;gus~,2006.

Bankruptcy Judge

the

